For any E ∞ ring spectrum E, we show that there is an algebra Pow(E) of stable power operations that acts naturally on the underlying spectrum of any Ealgebra. Further, we show that there are maps of rings E → Pow(E) → End(E), where the latter determines a restriction from power operations to stable operations in the cohomology of spaces. In the case where E is the mod-p EilenbergMac Lane spectrum, this realizes a natural quotient from Mandell's algebra of generalized Steenrod operations to the mod-p Steenrod algebra. More generally, this arises as part of a classification of endomorphisms of representable functors from an ∞-category C to spectra, with particular attention to the case where C is an O-monoidal ∞-category.
Introduction
The Steenrod reduced power operations occupy the unusual position that they are often constructed in one way and used in another. We typically construct the Steenrod operations as power operations: the diagonal map X → X p is equivariant for the action of the symmetric group Σ p , and this produces cochain-level structure that results in cohomology-level operations. We typically think of the Steenrod operations as stable operations: they generate all possible stable natural transformations between cohomology groups, and as such are represented by maps between Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectra. In some sense, these are opposing perspectives. For example, if x is an element in H n (X; F 2 ) then each of the identities Sq n (x) = x 2 and Sq 0 (x) = x is obvious from one of these two points of view and not the other.
This divide becomes even more apparent if we replace ordinary mod-p cohomology with a generalized cohomology theory E * , represented by a spectrum E. The stable operations on E-cohomology of degree n are in bijection with homotopy classes of maps E → Σ n E, and form a graded algebra. Power operations are more subtle and need more from E. They require a refined multiplicative structure on E to define (e.g. see [BMMS86] ) and have a more delicate composition structure which is only distributive on one side [Ber06, BW05, Rez09] , but they appear in more contexts: they also appear in the E-homology of infinite loop spaces and the E-homology of commutative ring spectra. Restricting our attention to those power operations that preserve addition (called additive or primitive), we obtain a graded algebra. In the case where E is mod-p cohomology, this is called the algebra of (Araki-Kudo-)Dyer-Lashof operations or simply the Dyer-Lashof algebra.
In terms of stable homotopy theory, we may identify E n (X) with the homotopy group π −n of the function spectrum F(Σ ∞ + X, E) = E X . From this point of view, these groups have stable operations because F(Σ ∞ + X, E) is a left module over the endomorphism algebra F(E, E) = End(E). On the other hand, if E is a commutative ring spectrum these groups have power operations because they are the homotopy groups of the commutative E-algebra E X . These two roles played by E X are encapsulated in a diagram of categories that commutes up to natural isomorphism:
Here S is the category of spaces, Mod R is the category of left R-modules, and CAlg E is the category of commutative E-algebras.
In the case of ordinary mod-p cohomology, we have the Steenrod algebra A * of stable operations on mod-p cohomology and the algebra B * of generalized Steenrod operations [Man01, §5] acting on the homotopy of any commutative algebra over the Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum HF p . For the algebra (HF p ) X , these actions are related: there is a quotient map of algebras B * → A * that annihilates the two-sided ideal generated by a certain element (1 − P 0 ).
Our goal is to systematically isolate what distinguishes the Steenrod operations and Araki-Kudo-Dyer-Lashof operations as special among power operations and gives them a relation to stable operations. For a given commutative E, we will construct a ring spectrum Pow(E) of stable power operations that acts on the underlying spectrum of any commutative E-algebra, together with a map Pow(E) → End(E) that determines how stable power operations act on the E-cohomology of spaces.
Here are more precise statements of our main results.
Theorem 1.1. For any commutative ring spectrum E, there is an associative ring spectrum
Pow(E) with a diagram of associative ring spectra E → Pow(E) → End(E).
The ring Pow(E) has a natural action on the underlying spectrum of a commutative E-algebra in a matter compatible with stable cohomology operations, in the sense that
there is a canonical lift in the following diagram:
Mod E These three module categories, though initially appearing for quite different reasons, are connected in the following way. The ring End(E) is the ring of endomorphisms of the functor E (−) : S op → S p; E is the ring of endomorphisms of the forgetful functor Mod E → S p; and Pow(E) is the ring of endomorphisms of the forgetful functor CAlg E → S p. Moreover, these three functors are representable: the representing objects are cospectra.
• The functor S op → S p is represented by the spectrum E = {E n } n∈Z itself. This is a spectrum object in S and hence a cospectrum object in S op .
• The forgetful functor Mod E → S p is represented by the desuspensions {Σ n E} n∈Z . These form a cospectrum object in Mod E .
• The forgetful functor CAlg E → S p is represented by the free E-algebras {P E (Ω n E)} n∈Z . These form a cospectrum object in CAlg E .
Knowledge of these representing objects enables us to calculate endomorphism rings. In the case of mod-p homology, we have the following. As one benefit of having a spectrum level lift of the algebra B * , we can employ several tools from the theory of secondary operations on the homotopy groups of ring and module spectra [BM09, Law18] . This means that we can immediately define operations within the Dyer-Lashof algebra, obtain relations such as Peterson-Stein relations, and establish compatibility of all of this structure with secondary Steenrod operations.
We note that the construction of Pow(E) is outlined in course notes of Lurie [Lur07, Lecture 24] , where it is used to show that power operations are compatible with geometric realization of simplicial objects.
Outline
We will begin in §2 and §3 by recalling a number of results from Lurie's work on functoriality of endomorphism objects, presentable categories, and the Yoneda embedding. The goal is the analogue of a result from basic category theory: if a category D is enriched in V , then the enriched homomorphism objects F(−, y) naturally take values in the category of left modules over the algebra End(y) = F(y, y) in V . In §4 we will further discuss how spectrum objects in C represent functors C op → S p, and that a left A-module structure on a spectrum object Y is essentially equivalent to a lift of its represented functor to left A-modules. In §5 we will discuss how to calculate the universal example: the endomorphism algebra End(Y ).
In §6 we will apply this to the case of stable presentable O-monoidal ∞-categories and algebras in them. The spectra parametrizing stable operations turn out to be related to certain generalized symmetric power functors. We will briefly discuss the relation between stable operations and dual Goodwillie calculus.
In §7 we will give our main results regarding endomorphisms of commutative algebras and their relationship to stable cohomology operations. In §8, §9, and §10 we will give example calculations and show, in particular, the relationship with classical Dyer-Lashof operations. For this we will need some equivariant homotopy theory, which is carried out in the appendix §A.
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Functoriality of endomorphisms
We will start with a brief rundown of results from [Lur17] on endomorphism objects.
• Operads and colored operads are encoded, in coherent category theory, by the notion of an ∞-operad [Lur17, §2].
• To the associative operad (whose algebras are associative algebras A), and to the left-module colored operad (whose algebras are pairs (A, • Right adjoints to strong monoidal functors and strongly compatible left-tensorings are lax [Lur17, 7.3.2.7].
• Associative algebra objects A in C are defined as certain sections of the map C ⊗ → Assoc ⊗ , and pairs of an associative algebra A in C and a left A-module M in M are defined as certain sections of the maps M ⊗ → LM ⊗ [Lur17, 2.1.3.1, 4.1.1.6, 4.2.1.13]. The category of algebras is denoted Alg(C) and the category of algebra-module pairs is denoted LMod(M), admitting forgetful functors to C and C × M respectively.
• In terms of these sections, a lax monoidal functor C → D therefore induces a functor Alg(C) → Alg(D), and a lax tensored functor induces a compatible functor LMod(M) → LMod(N ).
• Further, a left-tensored category M is enriched over C if, for any objects M and M ′ in M, there exists a function object • As a result, a lax monoidal functor f : C → D with a compatible lax functor
• If function objects exist, then for any fixed M the endomorphism object • As a result, a lax monoidal functor f : C → D with a compatible lax functor g : M → N of enriched categories induces canonical maps of algebras f (End(M)) → End(gM), compatible with the End(M)-module structure on M and the End(gM)-module structure on End(gM).
Presentable categories and Yoneda embeddings
We will now discuss some results on presentable ∞-categories and their tensor product.
• There exist an ∞-category Pr L (resp. Pr R ), whose objects are presentable ∞-categories and colimit-presenting (resp. accessible and limit-preserving) functors. The assignment that takes a colimit-preserving functor to a limitpreserving right adjoint gives an antiequivalence between these categories:
• There is a symmetric monoidal structure on Pr L such that functors C ⊗ D → E are equivalent to functors C × D → E that preserve colimits in each variable separately, and there is an equivalence Υ : • A monoidal presentable category C is equivalent to a monoid in Pr L , and a presentable category M left-tensored over C is equivalent to a left module over C in Pr L . Under these conditions, M is enriched over C [Lur17, 4.2.1.33].
• For a monoidal presentable ∞-category C, an associative algebra A in C, and a presentable ∞-category M left-tensored over C, there is an equivalence
compatible with the underlying equivalence
• In particular, if D is presentable, we can take M = C ⊗ D and get a natural commutative diagram
where the horizontal maps are equivalences. This allows us to construct a natural equivalence
. We refer to this as the Yoneda embedding for left A-modules.
• For a small ∞-category S, there is a presheaf ∞-category P (S) = Fun(S op , S ) which is presentable. For any set K of simplicial sets such that S has Kindexed colimits, P (S) has a presentable subcategory P K (S) = Fun K (S op , S) of contravariant functors that take K-indexed colimits to K-indexed limits [Lur09, 5.1.0.1, 5.3.6.2, 5.5.1.1].
• There is a fully faithful Yoneda embedding S → P (S) that preserves all limits that exist in S, and the Yoneda embedding factors through
. This sends an object X to a model for the functor Map S (−, X).
• These presheaf categories have the universal property that, for any presentable ∞-category C, we have
[Lur09, 5.1.5.6, 5.3.6.2]. This universal property gives rise to the identity
• For a monoidal ∞-category C, applying the Yoneda embedding for left Amodules to P K (S) produces a natural equivalence
over Fun K (S op , C). In short, a left A-module structure on a functor is equivalent data to a lift of the functor to left A-modules.
The spectral Yoneda functor
We can specialize the constructions and results of §3 to the category of spectra.
There are several important properties of spectra that make it simplify there.
• For a category S with pullbacks and a terminal object, there is a category
of (Ω-)spectrum objects in C. In particular,
in this category.
• The category S p of spectra is presentable, and for any presentable category C there is an equivalence of the tensor product S p ⊗ C with the category
of spectrum objects in C [Lur17, 4.8.1.13]. In particular, we refer to the equivalence
as the spectral Yoneda embedding.
• The category S p is idempotent under ⊗, and a presentable ∞-category E is a stable presentable ∞-category if and only if E → S p ⊗ E is an equivalence [Lur17, 4.8.2.18].
• If S is a small ∞-category that has pullbacks and a terminal object, the Yoneda embedding extends to a fully faithful embedding
If S has K-indexed colimits, this naturally factors through the full subcategory
• Fix an associative algebra A in S p. There is a full subcategory
of left A-modules in the presheaf category whose underlying spectrum object lies in S p(S). If S has K-filtered colimits, this naturally factors through the full subcategory Fun K (S op , LMod A ).
We can assemble this into the following statement.
Theorem 4.1. Fix an algebra A ∈ S p. For a small ∞-category S which has pullbacks, terminal objects, and K-indexed colimits, there is a natural pullback diagram
where the horizontal maps are fully faithful embeddings. In particular, a left A-module structure on a spectrum object Y is equivalent to a lift of the functor F(−, Y ) from spectra to left A-modules.
Proposition 4.2. The spectral Yoneda embedding is natural in the following senses.

Suppose S and T are categories with pullbacks and terminal objects and g : S → T is a functor with left adjoint f , and that S and T have K-indexed colimits. Then there is an induced limit-preserving functor g : S p(S) → S p(T ) with a commutative diagram
S p(S) Υ / / g Fun K (S op , S p) f * S p(T ) Υ / / Fun K (T op , S p).
Suppose A is an associative algebra in S p. Then the above lifts to an essentially unique commutative diagram
LMod A (S p(S)) Υ A / / Fun K (S op , LMod A ) f * LMod A (S p(T )) Υ A / / Fun K (T op , LMod A ).
Suppose A → B is a map of associative algebras in S p. Then the forgetful maps from B-modules to A-modules are part of a commutative diagram
Proof. Since g is a right adjoint, it preserves pullbacks and the terminal object and thus induces a functor g : S p(S) → S p(T ). Under the spectral Yoneda embedding, for a spectrum Y = {Y n } in S p(S) the spectrum gY represents the functor T op → S p given by
This makes the functors Υ(gY ) and (ΥY ) • f naturally equivalent, as desired.
-modules, and is thus equivalent to a left A-module in S p(T ).
Suppose A → B is a map of associative algebras in S p. Then the final assertion is that the functor to left B-modules, represented by Y , forgets to the same functor to left A-modules as the underlying left A-module of Y .
Stable endomorphisms
In this section we will briefly indicate how to determine function objects in categories of spectra. In particular, we would like to determine information about the homotopy groups of the endomorphism ring End S p(C) (Y ), as well as discuss the relationship between these elements and stable cohomology operations.
Proposition 5.1. Suppose C is a presentable ∞-category and X, Y ∈ S p(C). Then the function object F S p(C) (X, Y ) ∈ S p is a spectrum whose k'th term is equivalent to a homotopy limit
Proof. The function object F(X, Y ) has the defining property that maps W → F(X, Y ) are equivalent to maps W ⊗ X → Y . Therefore, we can determine the structure of the spaces in the Ω-spectrum defining F(X, Y ):
Remark 5.2. Just as in the ordinary case, stable endomorphisms enjoy a compatibility with Mayer-Vietoris sequences. Suppose that Y is in S p(C) and that we have a homotopy pushout diagram
Then we obtain a homotopy pullback diagram
of spectra, inducing a natural Mayer-Vietoris sequence: 
End(F) End S p(S) (Y ).
Proof. The first is true since F is naturally a left End(F)-module. The second is a consequence of the fact that the enriched Yoneda functor is an embedding.
In particular, although End(F) generally depends on the size of the source category when F is not representable, End(Y ) does not depend on objects of S other than those building Y . This has the following consequence.
Corollary 5.5. Suppose that C is a large category with pullbacks and a terminal object and F : C op → S p is a functor represented by an object Y ∈ S p(C). Then for any small subcategory S ⊂ C containing Y that is closed under pullbacks and the terminal object, the forgetful functor F| S has a natural lift to the category LMod End(Y ) ; moreover, for S ⊂ S ′ these lifts can be made compatible.
Remark 5.6. Unless C op is presentable, to argue from this that there is a lift to all of C op we need more, such as access to a larger Grothendieck universe. In this paper we are mostly concerned with the induced module structure on objects or small diagrams of them, for which this corollary is sufficient. 
Proof. The map LMod
The objects Y and gY , with their actions, determine compatible objects in the top row. Their images in the bottom row determine the compatible functors desired.
Algebras and operads
In this section, we fix an ∞-operad O ⊗ and a stable presentable O-monoidal ∞-category C ⊗ [Lur17, 3.4.4.1]. In paticular, we have a coCartesian fibration C ⊗ → O ⊗ , and for all objects X of O the fiber C X is stable and presentable. Moreover, for any objects X i and Y of O and any active arrow 
is an equivalence [Lur17, 3.1.3.13].
This free-forgetful adjunction gives rise to the following result.
Proposition 6.1. For any M ∈ C X , there is a functor
that is represented by a cospectrum object 
Proof. By Proposition 5.1, in degree k the spectrum of stable natural transformations is
As k varies these reassemble into a limit of function spectra
as desired.
In particular, the decomposition of free algebras into symmetric powers allows us to describe a decomposition of stable transformations according to the number of inputs.
Definition 6.4. For d > 0, define the spectrum parametrizing natural operations of fixed weight d by
There is a natural transformation
which is an equivalence if N is compact in C Y .
Proposition 6.5. Composition multiplies weights in the following sense. For X ∈ C X , Y ∈ C Y , and Z ∈ C Z and d, e > 0 there are pairings
of spectra parametrizing stable natural transformations.
Proof. Composition determines a map
that is equivariant with respect to the action of the group of block-preserving per- that preserve trivial objects. We get an induced natural transformation
In addition, the functor A → lim m Σ m Sym e O,Y →Z (Ω m A) preserves cofiber sequences, and therefore determines a stable functor C Y → C Z ; by stability it determines a natural map of function spectra
Combining these with the composition pairing for function spectra gives a natural map
which us our desired pairing StNat
Remark 6.6. The formulas from Proposition 6.3 and Definition 6.4, describing the spectra that parametrize stable natural transformations, bear an evident relation to Goodwillie's calculus of functors. We will briefly elaborate on this relationship. The free functor Free O,X and its components Sym From this perspective, the fact that composition preserves weight is a reflection of the decomposition of the free functor Free O,X into gradings, together with the natural transformation
obtained from the universal property of the first coderivative.
Spaces, modules, and algebras
We now specialize the results of the previous sections to our categories of interest. 
The composite functor
Proof. The adjunction between E-modules and commutative algebras is the specialization of the adjunction of §6 to the case of the commutative ∞-operad. The adjunction between spaces and commutative algebras follows from the presentability of CAlg E ; the limit-preserving functor Map S (X, Map CAlg E (−,E) ) is representable by a commutative algebra E X . The composite left adjoint is the functor
Corollary 7.2. The spectrum object E ∈ S p lifts to a cospectrum object
corepresenting the forgetful functor LMod E → S p.
Proof. The composite map S p(LMod op E ) → S p(S ) is given by levelwise application of the right adjoint M → Map LMod E (M, E).
Applied to Y = {Ω n E}, we get the spectrum {Map LMod E (Ω n E, E)} ≃ E. Definition 7.3. Let Pow(E) be the endomorphism ring of the cospectrum
from Corollary 7.2. We refer to Pow(E) as the algebra of stable power operations on commutative E-algebras.
The underlying ring spectrum of Pow(E) is
by Proposition 6.3. We recall the statement of Theorem 1.1.
Theorem. For any commutative ring spectrum E, the algebra of stable power operations fitting into a diagram of associative ring spectra
The ring Pow(E) has a natural action on the underlying spectrum of an commutative E-algebra in a matter compatible with stable cohomology operations, in the sense that there is a canonical lift in the following diagram:
Proof. The spectra End(E), Pow(E), and E are, respectively, the endomorphism rings of the functors S op → S p, CAlg E → S p, and LMod E → S p. Therefore, these functors automatically lift to the appropriate categories of modules, and thus we can apply Proposition 5.7.
Fixed weight
Definition 8.1. Suppose that O is an operad which is levelwise free and that E is a commutative ring spectrum. Then we write Op
for the spectrum parametrizing stable power operations of weight d on the underlying spectra of Oalgebras in E-modules (Definition 6.4):
If O is the commutative operad, we simply write Op E d . 
Our goal in this section is to analyze Op E
O d , using results from Appendix A on equivariant stable homotopy theory. We recall from Definition A.16 that γ is the (d − 1)-dimensional reduced permutation representation of the symmetric group Σ d , and from Proposition A.17 that the colimit of S nγ is a model for the classifying space ET for the family of T consisting of subgroups of Σ d that do not act transitively on {1, . . . , d}.
Proposition 8.3. There are equivalences
Proof. By definition,
Expanding the symmetric power functor on such a free E-module E ⊗ Ω n S 0 , we get
which is homotopy equivalent to the Thom spectrum
This recovers the first description.
To recover the second, we note that the freeness of the action of Σ d on O(d) implies that we have the Adams isomorphism
given by the transfer. The right-hand side is equivalent to the function spectrum
Taking limits in n gives
In particular, the fact that O(d) is acted on freely identifies For any prime number p, there is a p-local equivalence between the spectrum of stable power operations of weight p and a desuspended Tate spectrum:
Proof. The first result is is Corollary A.15, and the second is Proposition A.18. 
Remark 8.7. It should be possible to assemble these into a collection of compatible group homology spectral sequences that eventually identify with the Tate spectral sequence. In the case p = 2, this is more immediate: there are natural cofiber sequences
that give rise to a cellular filtration and a spectral sequence with E 1 -term
The E 2 -term recovers the Tate cohomology 
Weight p operations
In this section we will give example calculations with the results of the previous sections.
Example 9.1. Suppose H is the mod-p Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum and O is the commutative operad. The Tate spectral sequence collapses, and we find
In particular, when p = 2 and k is arbitrary there is a unique nonzero stable weight-2 operation Q k that increases degree by k-the Dyer-Lashof operation of the same name. This is represented by the nonzero element in the Tate cohomology spectral sequence in degree k, and goes to zero when we truncate the spectral sequence to recover operations on elements in any degree m < k. At odd primes, there are generating weight-p operations P s in degree 2s(p − 1) and βP s in degree 2s(p − 1) − 1. This carries the usual warning that βP s is just notation: β itself is not an operation, and βP s is not determined by P s .
Example 9.2. The case where E = S is the sphere spectrum is governed by the Segal conjecture. The spectrum of stable power operations of weight p is Σ −1 S tΣ p (p) , which is the desuspension Σ −1 S ∧ p of the p-complete sphere. In particular, there is a certain generating stable power operation of degree −1 which we denote by c, and all the stable power operations of weight p on commutative S-algebras are of the form x → αc(x) for an element α ∈ π * (S) ∧ p . This operation lifts Q −1 at the prime 2, or βP 0 at odd primes, to an operation on homotopy groups.
At the prime 2, we can use the Tate spectral sequence to note that c has the following properties:
1. On elements in nonnegative degrees, the operation c acts trivially.
Consider the Tate cohomology spectral sequence
The generator of the E 1 -term of the Tate spectral sequence in filtration s, which is nontrivial at E 2 if and only if s is even, maps to the squaring operation π −(1+s) → π −2(1+s) .
3. In particular, the generator c is represented by the generator of H 0 (C 2 ; π 0 S). For a commutative S-algebra A and an element x ∈ π −1 (A), we have c(x) = x 2 .
4. Further information about c can be extracted from further information about the Tate cohomology spectral sequence: these are related to Mahowald's root invariants [MR93] and the stable homotopy groups of stunted projective spaces. For example, for a commutative S-algebra A and an element x ∈ π −2 (A), we have the identity 2c(x) = ηx 2 (where η ∈ π 1 (S) is the Hopf invariant element); for a commutative S-algebra A and an element x ∈ π −3 (A), we have the identities 4c(x) = η 2 x 2 and ηc(x) = νx 2 .
Example 9.3. Suppose E is the complex K-theory spectrum K and O is the com-
Even though this group of stable operations is torsion-free, the action on any particular homotopy group π k factors through a torsion quotient isomorphic to Q p /Z p , and so the operations always take torsion values.
More generally, McClure has given a formula for the p-adic completion of the free K-algebra [BMMS86, §IX] , and this can be used to show that 
Operations in mod-p homology
In the case of ordinary mod-p homology, we can make use of the following complete calculation of the mod-p homology of free algebras. (written as β ǫ P s for ǫ ∈ {0, 1}) satisfying the following relations.
Cartan formula:
Adem relations:
These identities still hold after formally applying β on the left and eliminating terms involving ββ. Proof. Theorem 10.2 allows us to identify the homotopy groups of the sequence of spectra
as an inverse system
obtained by removing the unit. In addition, the Dyer-Lashof operations are stable and the products are unstable: the maps in this directed system annihilate all products, while preserving the operations Q s or β ǫ P s . Therefore, this inverse system is equivalent to the quotient inverse system
at p = 2, or the analogue at odd primes. The structure maps in this inverse system are surjective, and so there are no lim 1 -terms. The homotopy groups of Pow(H) are then the completion of the group with basis {Q I e n | I admissible} with respect to the excess filtration.
Theorem 10.4. There is a sequence of maps of algebras
which, on taking homotopy groups, induces the composite
from the completed algebra of generalized Steenrod operations to the Steenrod algebra.
Proof. Since the algebra (B * ) ∧ is generated by the operations Q s at p = 2, or β ǫ P s at odd primes, this follows from the fact that in the cohomology of spaces we have the identities
at p = 2 and
at p > 2. This is the defining property of Steenrod's reduced power operations [Ste62] .
A Equivariant results
In the following sections, we will need to assemble a number of results from equivariant stable homotopy theory. Our goal is to analyze Tate spectra constructed using families of subgroups and a version using their opposites. 
A.1 Tate and opposite Tate spectra for families
A.4 Symmetric groups
We can now apply these results to the symmetric groups.
Proposition A.14. Let T be the family of subgroups of Σ n that do not act transitively on {1, . . . , n}. If n = p k for some prime p, then d(T ) is p; otherwise d(T ) = 1.
Proof. Any subgroup that does not act transtively is a subgroup of some conjugate of Σ k × Σ n−k for some k. The greatest common divisor of the indices [Σ n : Σ k × Σ n−k ] is the greatest common divisor of the binomial coefficients n k for 0 < k < n. This is p if n = p k and 1 otherwise. We will write S nγ for the n-fold smash power, and for P → X a principal Σ d -bundle and n ∈ Z we write X nγ for the Thom spectrum of the associated virtual bundle nγ on X. If γ H 0, the connectivity of this space grows in an unbounded fashion; if γ H = 0, this space is empty for all n. Therefore, the colimit of the S(nγ) is a model for EF , where F is the family of subgroups H such that dim(γ H ) > 0. However, by definition of γ, the dimension of γ H is one less than the number of orbits for the action of H on {1, . . . , d}, and so F = T . Proof. By Lemma A.13, it suffices to assume that Z is p-local. The subgroup C p has index prime to p, and its intersection with the family T consists only of the trivial group. Therefore, the result follows by Proposition A.18.
